
Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters  
Customer Testimonials
What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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We have worked with Kwik Kopy for several years now, requiring particular print needs in larger 
quantities. I have found the staff to be professional, flexible and very customer focused. The end 
product is always to a high standard, but for a reasonable price.

 Christine M  - Deputy Principal

15/01/2020Excellent service and support

Being able to lodge the print job online enabled me to quickly and effectively engage with 
KwikKopy.  The work was completed in a very short time frame and I received fantastic 
communication relating the work and its completion.  I highly recommend KwikKopy based on 
the service I received.

 Russell L  - Head Of Department

15/01/2020Fantastic service and communication

They really valued us as return customers when we went to purchase our first sticker run. Our 
‘The Sundowners’ are fantastic and we couldn’t be happier with them.

 Sundownersband  

14/12/2019Quality service and valuing of customers

I prepared evacuation diagrams and due to printer problems decided to get them printed by Kwik 
Kopy, the result was fantastic.  I will be utilising this service for all my emergency procedures 
customers in the future.

 Mshell03  - Fire Maintenance Manager

13/11/2019Service was great and end product brilliant.

Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters
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I took in an old newspaper article Which had been cut out of local newspaper.  The finished 
product looked as though it had just been printed rather than being nearly 30 years old.  You 
then framed it for me - a very professional result, thank you.

 Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters Customer  - Retired

8/10/2019Service and finished copy excellent

Steve and the staff at Kwik Kopy Kawana always go above and beyond for our not for profit 
organisation

 Clac  - Communications

8/10/2019
Quick advice and go above and beyond for 
customers

Kwik copy provided a speedy reliable service and kept me informed when ready to pick up prints

 WillR  - Project Manager

23/08/2019Prompt reliable service

Everything was done by email and communication was so efficient and clear and easy 
throughout. I can’t often answer my phone through the daytime but have access to email, so this 
was fantastic. As my first time doing any corporate printing, I was really appreciative of the help 
and patience of the staff in not only meeting my needs, but giving me clear quotes and a variety 
of options as well as briefing me on my files and even checking them carefully for me! Even after 
I replied saying ‘yes, good to go’ they still double checked and were correct to as I’d messed up 
the page structure of my file (despite their clear instructions! Doh!). There was a small issue with 
the print of one of my files (not my fault this time!) but they reprinted it immediately and very 
graciously so it wasn’t an issue and showed their excellent customer service and willingness to 
serve at the highest level. Very happy customer and made the whole process a lot easier than it 
would’ve been without their friendly and personal service.

 Katie Price  - Director/Founder

17/08/2019Excellent help and patience with a first-timer!
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I visited Kwik Kopy a couple of times for printing and laminating of very large plots. They have 
been very easy to work with and very accommodating.

 WendyR  - Project Support

14/08/2019Great service

Only deal via email but service is great and super efficient.

 Collette  - Technical Assistant

10/07/2019
Great Service and always very quick turn-
around

Great product, extremely happy with work done.....

 Carpet Call  - Administration

10/07/2019Great Work !!

We have dealt with Kwik Kopy Kawana for many years.  They have always given us quality 
products and quick service when required.  The staff are friendly and extremely easy to deal with.

 Fox Servicing Group  - Director

10/07/2019Great service, great people
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I had absolutely no idea of what I really wanted and only part of a logo, nothing was too much 
trouble and I was looked after throughout the whole process. I felt very valued as a customer. 
Thank you

 Shellbell  - Finance Broker

14/05/2019Great Service

Chloe is currently updating our website created by Kwik Kopy Kawana, uploading over 200 new 
images and product descriptions. Our staff and customers think the website is amazing and 
belonging to an industry group of over 70 members we believe our website is one of the best. 
It looks fabulous, is user friendly and compliments our business. Chloe’s attention to detail in 
following my instructions via email and personal visits with requests from Peter is excellent. 
It really has been a pleasure working with Chloe and the Kwik Kopy staff on this still to be 
completed  project. Some product images from our website. The image quality is amazing.

 Willow  - Retired Manager/Director

14/05/2019
Exceptional customer service and quality of 
work.

We get our programs printed at Kwik Kopy since 2017! We keep coming back, because the 
quality of the products and customer service is great! Kwik Kopy is always extremely helpful and 
supportive and deliver the prints on time. Recommended to everyone. We are happy to continue 
to return to Kwik Kopy and can’t wait to see our future products being printed by this amazing 
team.

 Neo Vida Dance company  - Company Director

10/04/2019programs Voyage Show

My partner and I were extremely grateful with the help and information we received when we 
went to Kwik Kopy! We now have beautiful business cards for our travel business.

 NikkiF  - Associate Director

10/04/2019Amazing help and fantastic service!
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Nothing is too big or too small when dealing with Kwik Kopy. From plans to brochures they do it 
all for us.

 SonyaK  - Admin Manager

13/03/2019Exemplary Service

I had some business cards printed and am pleased with the quality and service e

 Dave Newell  - Business Development Director

13/02/2019Efficient

Received excellent, prompt service with our photocopying needs a few months ago.  Finished 
product was flawless and our dealings with your staff showed that they were very friendly & 
efficient & helpful.

 Kym McMahon  - Admin Assistant

13/02/2019Great service

Emailed the store with a very last minute request and they delivered 
above and beyond

 Jade Ebony  - National Manager Social Enterprise

13/03/2019
Excellent service & incredible turn 
around time“ ”
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I’ve used Kwik Kopy’s services more than once and they never disappoint! It’s a great quality for 
a good price and I am more than happy with their services. The staff is willing to help out where 
needed and very kind.

 Saar  - Marketing

13/02/2019Excellent service and support

We have been using kwikkopy for several years and are always impressed by their ability to meet 
our needs.

 Chris11  - Deputy Principal

18/01/2019Great service and client attention

I needed business cards in a hurry. I had the logo and card designed. Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters 
quoted a time-frame and a particular quality. The cards came back better than expected and a 
day early.

 Satisfied Customer  - Director

14/01/2019Faster and better quality than quoted

I discovered Kwik Kopy a couple of years ago, whilst scouting around for 
printers for my small Art & Design business. I’m so glad I did! The quality is 
absolutely AMAZING and the ease of ordering and turnaround time is second to 
none.

 Urno  - Graphic Designer

29/01/2019So glad I found them!“ ”
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Great quality, very helpful advise and speedy service. I will be using them again and I highly 
recommend them.

 Scott the welder  - Owner

16/01/2019Business cards

We use you guys fairly often and we always receive very lovely services! Supplies always arrive 
very quickly and always done to a very high standard.

 Maleny Vet  - Vet Tech

14/01/2019Prompt service

I had a relatively small job but Kwik Kopy gave it all the attention that you expect for a large job.  
The finished product was perfect.

 GaryP  - Vice President

12/12/2018Excellent product and service

easy to deal with, prompt delivery, good advice helped deliver a better product than I hoped for

 Ian W  - Ringmaster

11/12/2018excellent service
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Nothing was a problem Very easy to deal with professional services

 Berry good  - Sales Manager

12/11/2018Expedient Reliable Service

On behalf of the company I work for regularly order products from Kwik Kopy and can’t fault 
their professional service

 Suey  - Report Co-Ordinator

12/11/2018great service, great products

Was very fast service and the lady at the counter was lovely, will definitely use again.

 Kizza1  - Executive Assistant

12/11/2018Professional and efficient service

2nd visit to Kwik Kopy Kawana - after the 1st visit, no hesitations in returning.

 Lynee  - Owner

11/10/2018Exceptional Service & Product Knowledge.
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Steve and the team at Kwik Kawana Waters print our annual Year book have done for years. I 
am an amateur at writing/preparing a Year book and every year I am so stressed when I turn 
up at Kwik for printing. Steve just sorts it!!!! He takes the mountain away and replaces it with 
a fantastic professional publication even when I give him a tight printing time. He has never 
missed my deadline or let me down!!!.

 Clac  - Volunteer At Little Athletics Club

9/10/2018
Professional supportive and incredibly effi-
cient

Speedy delivery of proofs and total completion of job, EXCELLENT, WELL DONE.

 TrafficSensors  - Director

9/10/2018Roll Ups & Brochures

Great service orders always ready ahead of time and always advise me when ready to collect 
can’t fault

 Mels  - Real-estate Sales

9/10/2018Prompt and efficient

Kwik Kopy Kawana go above and beyond, they care and made the effort to make sure I got the 
best product and outcome for my business

 Ness N  

11/09/2018Amazing service
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We ordered posters which looked great and the service was prompt and efficient.

 MyHealth  - Executive

10/09/2018Efficient and great service

Always great service with the team at Kawana. Flexible, easy, & always a fast turn around time.

 Emily2711  - Project Manager

10/09/2018Great service

We have used Kwik Kopy to print some manuals and they were quick and efficient.

 Finance  - Finance Manager

14/08/2018Quick service

I emailed with a query regarding getting some stickers made. The response was prompt and very 
helpful. once the designed was finalised the delivery was very prompt. the quality of the work 
and product was excellent.

 Cathie1965  - Contract Administrator

14/08/2018Excellent customer service
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We order our business cards through Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters and I am extremely impressed 
how they continue to deliver in such a short timeframe.

 Deejay  

14/08/2018Exceptional Turnaround Time

I have used Kwik Kopy on many occasions now and found them to be one of the best copy 
services on the Sunshine Coast, their customer service is excellent.

 Coleen  - Office Manager

14/08/2018
EXCELLENT TURN-AROUND SERVICE, EVERY 
TIME.

I contacted Kwik Kopy to order business cards for my new work. Having not been there for long, 
Kwik Kopy were so helpful and prompt and knew exactly what I was after and quantities from 
our orders in the past. It made ordering so simple! And the order was ready so quickly! Plus they 
organised delivery for us which was also very fast. Would recommend Kwik Kopy to many other 
business owners/employees I know!

 Ash1234  - Receptionist/Administration

14/08/2018Wonderful service!

I have been using Kwik copy for 3 years now.  They helped with the design of our business cards, 
which look great!  Service is swift and the team go above and beyond to accommodate fussy 
clients

 Jac07  - Practice Manager

14/08/2018
Personalised Care and Excellent attention to 
detail
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I have used Kwik Kopy for over 5 years starting with printing university assignments, then 
printing flyers & posters for clients. Always easy to deal with, fair pricing, high quality printing 
and very quick turn around even at short notice.

 Jack_Design  - Digital Marketer/ Graphic Designer

14/08/2018Great Service & Fast Turn Around

Printing of new business cards and reprint of old ones.

 Ann H  - Sales & Administration

14/08/2018Business cards

Whether we’re in a last minute rush or have a print job not required for a month, the Kwik Kopy 
service at the Kawana office is always most helpful, friendly and efficient from quoting through 
to collection. The team at Kawana get it right, first time, every time!!*****

 Rgdgroup  - Contract Manager/Personal Assistant

15/07/2018Quality Service

Kwik Kopy Kawana team are great to deal with and make executing direct 
mail marketing campaigns a breeze for our business.  With the online print 
delivery platform for business cards, it makes ongoing fulfilment of our 8 
retail stores business cards easy as well.  The team are super responsive and 
always happy to help.

 Claudia J  - Marketing Manager

14/08/2018Superb customer service and support“ ”
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Our business began using the service around a month ago. We have been very happy with the 
quick turn around and quality of services provided. The ease of uploading requests, pricing and 
convenient location make this our new go to place for all printing services.

 Monza  - Administration Officer

10/07/2018Great service and very helpful staff

I needed some products to assist advertising my business. Steve and the team took me through a 
range of products that best suited and assisted me to select the best of them. From inception to 
completion they were fast and offered superb value for money.

 Jess James Leg end  - Business Owner

9/07/2018Superb service, honest advice.

I called to reorder business cards and to also get them changed to our new branded shop name. I 
called & emailed the order through and they were ready to collect in hours!

 Mrs h  - Director/Owner

9/07/2018SERVICE

We use Kwik Kopy at Kawana regularly, the staff are always friendly, helpful and our orders are 
always processed quickly.  Can’t fault the Kawana team.

 SunnyKat  - Contracts Administration

9/07/2018Fast and Friendly
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I required printing of a large canvas, and the team delivered for me in record time.  Fast, friendly, 
reliable service.  Thank you.

 KylieNash  

11/04/2018Quick turnaround time

Kwik Kopy designed and printed a brochure booklet for me. The designer did a great job and the 
finish was excellent. Would highly recommend.

 NicolaRiv  - Owner

29/03/2018Fantastic service and great product

We have started the first of many print   with Kwik Kopy Kawana and above all their customer 
service so far has been outstanding.

 JadeBeacon  - National Manager - Social Enterprise

28/03/2018Great Customer Service

I regularly use Kwik Kopy as they are quick, reliable and always provide exactly what we are after.

 Jess27  - Office Manager

28/03/2018Great Service and quick
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Great service and great people. So helpful and always accommodating. Will always use you. 
Thank you for all your help.

 NewMe  - Practice Manager

28/03/2018Great Service

I enquired over the phone about getting a t-shirt printed.  She was most helpful. I emailed the 
design that night and the order was ready so quickly.

 Wendyd  - Admin

28/12/2017Excellent service and fast

Kwik Kopy designed and print some business cards for myself.  They were extremely professional 
and I am very happy with the end product I received.

 DropNGo  - Owner

14/12/2017Excellent service above and beyond

Kwik Copy live up to their name as being Quick , orders are done straight away , and ready to 
pick up the next day.

 Therese p  - Kiosk Manager

14/12/2017Printing Flyers
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Great process from start to finish, great service, friendly staff

 Kazzie  - Accounts Manager

14/12/2017So easy

The product and team are always excellent. Whenever I need them to get something done within 
the day they always make sure its done within a couple of hours.

 Tlp1  - Receptionist

14/12/2017great service and very quick turn around!

had banners printed. excellent help, ideas and prompt service

 Parr  

14/12/2017banners

I placed an order to purchase some customized stickers, I found Kwik Kopy Kawana very prompt 
and easy to communicate with and their service was just as Kwik and on budget. The manager 
even open after hours for me to collect.

 Mr Rainware  - Director

14/12/2017Stickers
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I never have an issue with Kwik Kopy: their service is excellent and the quality of the prints done 
are superb. The online facility to upload files makes my job a lot easier too.

 Brady1  - Territory Manager

14/12/2017Prompt delivery and excellent print quality

Always quick to deliver plan prints, great communication for pick up times. Very reliable

 Doc Fleming  - Owner

14/12/2017Impressive quick service

Staff went above and beyond to provide us with quality advice and the products we needed. Even 
for last minute orders, they delivered professional and efficient service.

 Ejayne95  - Retail Sales Assistant

14/12/2017Awesome Service!

Visited Kwik copy for design and printing of my business cards, the artwork & graphics produced 
were exactly what I wanted. This was all done by friendly & professional staff. I would highly 
recommend them to anyone

 Fossil  - Auto Electrician

14/12/2017Fantastic service & top quality products
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We had to get some Dl size flyers printed ASAP and Kwik Kopy were able to have them done 
within 2 days.  Excellent job

 Joseph  

13/12/2017
Quick turn around, well priced and lovely 
staff

I visited Kwik Kopy and was able to have my material printed within the hour.

 Trish  

30/10/2017Great service

I found the Kawana store to be always on time with their expectations on 
completing my orders and I received prompt updates upon receiving my order 
plus notification when the job is done. The workmanship on my prints is 
exceptional without any errors - a professional finish every time.

        Brady1  - Territory Manager

24/10/2017Prompt and always on time“ ”
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Great service, amazingly quick turnaround time!!!!

 Todddd  - Finance Broker

21/10/2017
Great service, amazingly quick turnaround 
time!!

I have printing done at Kwik Kopy Kawana and the service is always amazing. The quality of the 
work is outstanding and always readily available for me to collect sometimes same day if not 
next day!

 Courts24  - Operations Manager

30/08/2017Awesome customer service and quality prints

I have only dealt with the Team on-line, it was so easy and pain free. Nothing was too much 
trouble and all orders were on time. They are very professional and friendly.

 Maz Fox  - Administration Officer

30/08/2017Great Service

Easy to order online, product available generally within 24 hours, notification order is ready, good 
quality products and easy to communicate. Very happy customer!

 Mels  - Sales Asst

25/08/2017Fast, efficient and friendly customer service
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Supplied complex label artworks to be printed on vinyl. Discussed with principal in KK Kawana 
who spent time for advice. Printing ended up much better than expected. Brilliant work. Client is 
very happy.

 Frog  - Art Director

25/08/2017Very professional service. Excellent work.

The team at Kawana went above and beyond to rush through a last minute order for us on a 
Friday afternoon we are so appreciative of your efforts.

 Uni industries  - Consultant

25/08/2017Fantastic service

Our business  have used Kwik for our construction plans etc on a regular basis ,I myself  have 
only been on the Sunshine Coast a short while and found the staff at Kwik Kopy very pleasant 
and efficient to deal with ,makes my job a lot easier  thankyou

 Valued Client  - Estimator

25/08/2017Great Services and products

I regularly engage the Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters team for products and I’m never disappointed. 
Keep up the good work!!

 Ali cox  - Supervising Cytologist

2/08/2017Great service and friendly staff
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I ordered business cards through this store and the process was easy and fast.

 SavannahE  - Accounts Department

31/07/2017great service

Quick service, job is done within a couple of hours every time. Just a pity there is a minimum 
cost, especially for smaller projects.

 Nico1  - National Sales Manager

21/07/2017Printing of A1 drawings

My team usually send me an urgent request for wide form printing at the very last minute. The 
Team at Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters are always efficient and printing is delivered at such a speedy 
pace.

 KELam  - Document Controller

21/07/2017Consistent great quality products and service

We use Kwik Kopy to print plans to a more readable size.  The way we are able to forward 
attachments via email & just list the page numbers we want printed & the size make things so 
easy.  Kwik Kopy have them ready for us same day to pick up.  Fantastic Service :)

 Emma111  - Administrator

21/07/2017Great Service!!  Very fast turn around.
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I needed new cards but didn’t have a design file. No problem, the staff were quick and capable. I 
can only recommend them.

 Pete Glazebrook  - Owner

21/07/2017Easy and convenient

I needed a fast turnaround on my business cards and of course a great price with quality printing. 
Kwik Kopy Kawana delivered all of this - and a free smile :)

 Source  - Video Producer

19/06/2017Everything I needed!

We requested a flyer from Kwik Kopy which was quite complicated and needed lots of alterations 
due to a large number of people involved. Chloe had no problem with updating it every time we 
asked for changes prior to going to print.  She was extremely easy to work with and the price for 
the flyers was very good, overall lower than expected given the work that was done on it.  Thanks 
so much Kwik Kopy.

 Scbbg  

19/06/2017Great service

We have done a lot of business through Kwik Kopy over the years and the service we receive is 
always excellent!

 Debb  - Business Manager

17/06/2017Great customer service
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KWIK KOPY KAWANA --set up our signage at our vet clinic --outside signs  on door --flyers and 
business cards were done by Steve at KWIK KOPY  Excellent work in all facets

 Eresto  - Veterinary Surgeon

8/06/2017SET UP OF BATTERY HILL VETERINARY CLINIC

I visited the Kwik Kopy store at Kawana Waters and was really impressed

 Sustainable  

7/06/2017Happy camper

Kwik Kopy at Kawana printed a batch of formal invitations for me; the finished product as up to 
the standard I expected after previous work had been done for me and well up to the mark for a 
commemorative work.

 Social Syd  - Commemorative Service Convenor

7/06/2017
Friendly, helpful, accommodating and effi-
cient

I can always rely on Kwik Kopy Kawana to take care of all of my printing, copying and admin 
assistance. They are extremely easy to deal with and always prompt to respond to anything that 
we require.

 Cube  - Office Manager

7/06/2017Always helpful, friendly prompt
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We visit Kwik Kopy regularly, they are extremely professional and always deliver a high quality 
product with a smile.

 TinaB  - Administrator

7/06/2017Great service and products

The people at Kwik Kopy are always really helpful and quick to respond.  I have used them for our 
company’s printing needs for about 4 years now and have always been happy with the results.

 Varsity Apartments  - Director Of Student Accommodation

7/06/2017Fast, efficient service with great end result

I have been a customer for about 2 years. I find them very quick and helpful and always willing 
to go the extra yards when asked. They have helped me on a number of occasions when I have 
forgotten to arrange the printing earlier.

 Robb  

7/06/2017Great people and a great product

I visited Steve and his team to discuss how he can assist me in delivering my products to my 
customers. They listened to my needs, fulfilled them and then offered me a suggestion that 
improved my product further.

 Jess james  - Safety And Compliance Manager

7/06/2017
Superb service, great product, competitive 
price.
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Have worked with kwik Kopy on a number of projects and have loved the results

 Lauren8  

6/06/2017Great to work with

Fast and effective service, friendly staff, competitive prices, great products

 Michael Watson  - General Manager

6/06/2017New Business Cards

I ordered a set amount of Business Cards and experienced solid correspondence and 
communication via email.  Quotes were kept and Business Cards arrived on time.

 Sems  - Company Director

22/04/2017Good Email Correspondence

28/05/2017Helpful & efficient

Kwik Kopy Kawana have done several jobs for us now. We have always found 
them to be very efficient & helpful, turn around quick & prices reasonable. 
Highly recommend to all.

 PestCare  - Office Manager

“ ”
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Have dealt several times with Kwik Kopy Kawana store now, service is second to none, Orders 
have been filled precisely and with  quick turnaround . Have never had to follow up on an order, 
the store has always contacted myself with goods ready well before expected. Always courteous, 
a pleasure to deal with everyone of their staff from designer to Director. great work Team

 Daryljustdesign  - Builder

21/04/2017Fantastic service and advice

Phoned through request, staff member was very helpful and friendly and service was efficient.

 Lunchy  - Manager

21/04/2017Great friendly service

I recently had my business logo, business cards and invoice books done and can not be happier 
with the out come, very  very happy customer. Great service, quick turn around and high quality 
workmanship.

 Nath  - Plumber

21/04/2017Great team to deal with

I visited kwik Kopy last month and had great fliers made for my Yoga Business.

 Melina  - Yoga Teacher And Business Admin

2/04/2017
I’m happy with the service provided by Kwik 
Kopy
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After visiting Kwik Kopy Kawana, wanting to order some new business cards, quick as a flash new 
design, print & ready to go. Very happy with the service & quality.

 Aman2357  

23/03/2017Very Happy!

We recently requested a Coffee Table book which was a prototype for us.  We are very excited 
with the end results, they have surpassed our expectations.  The time frame given with this 
project was very stringent, Kwik Kopy went above and beyond to deliver the project on time.  
Great work by Steve and his team at Kawana.

 TinaB  - Administrator

23/03/2017Great service and products

Emailed the artwork and a couple hours late had the print job ready for pick up.

 GusBomba  - Graphic Designer

23/03/2017Great service

I had a pull up banner prepared with very short notice it was prepared with no problems =

 Ains  - Sales & Marketing

23/03/2017
Excellent level of service and great quality 
produce
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We can always count on great service and design. It is so nice to put a call in or shoot through an 
email and know its all taken care of.

 Mark Emsden  - Real estate

21/03/2017Always great service

I visited Kwik Kopy at Kawana last month and received great service and advice on my printing 
needs

 PeeJay  - Manager

21/03/2017Great service and quality

The team are always very happy to help, and always easy to deal with. They are able to provide 
excellent service quickly - which helps when we call last minute!

 AmyK  - Team Assistant

22/02/2017Great and quick service

Having being sent to Kwik Kopy and as anew customer I found the service excellent and the set 
up and production of my golf card calendar was brilliant

 Sugar  - Secretary/Treasurer

21/02/2017club kabana social  golf club
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I use Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters every day, they are part of my team that helps me make my 
clients successful. Actually they are the most important part of my team.

 Ian Clark  - Marketing Consultant

21/02/2017Brilliant as ever

We have asked for urgent label printing, multiple jobs and we have unfortunately been very 
demanding customers. The whole team at Kwik Kopy have been professional and obliging and 
delivered an outstanding product in the quickest time frames. We would highly recommend them 
every time!!

 Snapsil  - Admin Manager

19/01/2017Absolutely Outstanding Service!

Small quantity printing job, was done quickly with no fuss. Product delivered was great and 
exactly what we were after.

 AngelaM  - Head Of Strategy And Innovation

17/01/2017Quick, simple, quality work.

Great job, very happy with finished product. Steve and Sue are just so easy to communicate with.

 Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters Customer  - Sales Manager

18/12/2016Excellent service and work
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I have used Kwik Kopy after relocating to a new project. The wide form printing and laminating 
jobs are always done well and delivered so quickly.

 KELam  - Document Controller

14/12/2016
Great Service, Quality Product, Efficient De-
livery

Really quick turnaround time and excellent product.

 Snapsil  - Admin Manager

8/12/2016Great customer service and product!

We use Kwik Kopy for a lot of our office supplies and are yet to be disappointed, great service & 
great products.

 Hayley  - Receptionist

8/12/2016
Prompt easy transaction & great customer 
service

We went to Kwik Kopy needing a rush print job on a last minute project. They were helpful, 
offered genuine solutions and delivered well above expectations. Fantastic effort.

 AngelaM  - Head Of Strategy And Innovation

8/12/2016Great service - super fast turnaround!
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The staff are always very helpful and the personal service is excellent.

 Admin 1  - Bookkeeper

8/12/2016Always fantastic service

I was leaving to go overseas and wanted to be able to have the printing done fast, it was a great 
pleasure to have them done so fast.

 Lachlan  

23/11/2016Quick turn around

I needed a presentation put together for a trip to China on short notice and Kwik Kopy was able 
to meet my deadlines and produce a great presentation document.

 Kimberley  - Export Development

18/11/2016Great service

Amazing! Thanks so much for being able to fit us into your print schedule. The end product was 
cut to size, quality was flawless and also shrink-wrapped for protection and presentation. That is 
a nice professional touch.

 Chole  - Designer & Director

17/11/2016First time! Will be back
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I had Chloe organise a logo for my personal cards. I needed them done ASAP and she delivered, 
they were so good I asked her to then do my business cards and they turned out just as 
professional as the first. Definitely recommend this store and Chloe.

 FionaT  - Owner/Manager

17/11/2016Great service, great logos

Our first monthly issue was well received and we were very please with the quality of the print 
and photographs.

 Village  - Editor

11/11/2016
The Clarion (Caloundra Rise Retirement Es-
tate).

I placed a last minute order with the Team at Kwik Kopy Kawana and they produced and 
delivered the order in super quick time and did a top quality job!! Thank you very much

 Scotty_A  - Police Officer

8/11/2016Friendly and speedy service

Our go to place for stickers, easily done and delivered.

 LauraP  - Marketing Mgr.

8/11/2016Good service
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Kwik Kopy always provide quality printing. Love the delivery times and the delivery service.

 KELam  - Document Control

8/11/2016Fast and friendly service

I ordered some Brochures which were finished perfectly and ahead of the given time. 
Communication with KwikKopy was excellent and I’ll definitely be using them again

 Jolmccabe  - Partner

8/11/2016Very quick and professional service

After looking around for a well priced and hassle free experience we decided to give Kwik Kopy 
Kawana Waters a try. We were extremely satisfied with the price, service and the quality of the 
product. Better still was the efficient delivery of our product. Thanks Kwik Kopy for the fantastic 
and personalised service, something that you don’t seem to get these days.

 Brent06  - Literacy Coach

8/11/2016Great Overall Service

I needed some last minute printing done and contact Kwik Kopy for a same day job (which I 
realise is a real pain and sometimes not possible), and they were gracious, very helpful and kept 
my deadline in mind - calling me immediately with any concerns so they could get it done in 
time. Everything was as I needed - very happy, thank you!

 Kristy  - Marketing Programs Manager

8/11/2016Super fast, informative and helpful service.
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Ordered a pull up banner on a short deadline. The team delivered and the banner looks great

 Tom1  - Sales Manager

27/10/2016Good service good product

While working with the Australasian Police and Emergency services games I used Kwik Kopy for 
some printing and packaging. It was easy  and efficient and done early . I then recommended 
them to other team members who went on to use their services as well.

 Richard Sheehy  - Games Coordinator

19/10/2016Quick and well priced

Lynsey and the team at Kwik Kopy are great. We regularly use their skills to set up our monthly 
artwork for in club, external and Facebook promotions. Their expertise in the area of printing is a 
vital tool in helping our club look professional and polished. Highest of recommendations.

 Anytime Fitness  - Manager

18/10/2016Always helpful and quick

I had broken every printer in the office trying to produce labels with a high quality finish.  The 
Kwik Kopy team were able to print to an exceptional standard for us and included ideas and 
label types that made it easier and faster for us to use. They easily scaled up for us as well as our 
printing needs changed from a few pages at a time to thousands. I consider the team there to be 
solutions people and not just printers.   Tell them what the outcome is that you need and they 
can certainly deliver.

 Pack  - Implementation Manager

23/09/2016Great Service and Turnaround time
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Within the past few months, I required 2 urgent print jobs... called Kwik Kopy Kawana with 
requests - they advised several options for best quality and value, and to email files straight 
through.  Received quote within the hour and print jobs were ready before my required time! 
Also, I wanted to have some urgent passport photos printed recently and although they could 
have printed for me and ‘just taken the money’, Kwik Kopy Kawana advised the best option was 
to go to local Post Office due to their specific passport photo requirements.

 RosieCH  - Web, Graphics & Online Coordinator

22/09/2016Excellent service and turnaround time

I required some unique and large copy requirements and Kwik Copy Kawana were able to suggest 
multiple options, supply examples and the deliver my needs on time and within budget...

 Selina67374848  - Performance. Quality & Risk Manager

22/09/2016Fantastic service!! Efficient & affordable...

got some tricky laser cut stickers done and turned out great

 LauraP  - Marketing Manager

23/08/2016Easy and reliable service

Easy in and out experience , emailed drop box link with plans to print in the morning had them in 
the office buy lunch time.

 Igor stainwald  - Director

18/08/2016plan printing
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I have all of my business printing needs met by Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters.  They are fast, friendly 
and efficient.  Happy to do business with them.

 Amanda  - Owner

18/08/2016Friendly fast service.

We visited kwik copy.  Spoke to Chloe. Discussed our vision and she delivered.

 Cheryl Hanrahan  - Self

16/08/2016Easy and Simple

I get newsletters printed at Kwik Kopy each month. They are always done to a high standard. The 
staff are polite, friendly and efficient. It’s trouble-free.

 Mary  - Manager

2/08/2016Newsletter Printing

we ordered a print, and within a short time it was ready to pick up

 Wletls  - Admin

21/07/2016fast delivery
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We are an accounting practice on the Sunshine Coast and have used Steve and the team at Kwik 
Kopy Kawana for all of our traditional print needs which have always been fantastic. Recently 
I explained to Steve we wanted to welcome clients in a special way with personalised car 
parking signs. Steve took this idea and has designed a practical, efficient and beautiful solution 
that has ALL of our client talking! We have received feedback from EVERY client saying how 
wonderful and thoughtful the signs are and how special it makes them feel. What a simple way 
to revolutionise our client experience. Thanks Steve and the Kwik Kopy Kawana team, as always 
you are just amazing!

 Mel Austin BFB  - Principal

21/07/2016You have revolutionised our client experience

Very prompt email responses to all order requests and proof approvals. Excellent turnaround time 
for orders.

 Tinkyj  - Manager

21/07/2016Great Service

Kwik copy were instrumental in helping the school design an information pamphlet for parents. 
There were easy to work with and listened to all of our requests and questions.

 Jonno  

16/03/2016Excellent communication

We have moved over to KwikKopy and are please to have done so. I find it easy and user friendly. 
We generally use kwikkopy for large format printing. We email plans, its gets printed and we get 
a call/email confirming this. We pay over the phone and someone collects it later.

 Design Coordinator  - Design Coordinator

16/03/2016Handy Location and Quick Service
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I have had a variety of products printed with Kwik Kopy Kawana and every experience has been 
fantastic. All the staff are extremely helpful and friendly and the product is always of the highest 
quality. I would definitely recommend them.

 NicolaRiv  - Owner

4/03/2016Always excellent

Kwik Kopy are always helpful and very professional.

 Kmarie  - Graphic Design Officer

4/03/2016Great service

The Business Card we ordered are terrific, our client just keeps handing them out.

 Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters Customer  - Director

4/03/2016
Great service and response from the team at 
Kwik K

We are constantly going back to Kwik Kopy as they consistently deliver a quality product and 
never complain about a last minute request! The staff are extremely friendly and helpful and if 
there was ever an issue I know they would be happy to help. Thanks guys!

 Tamara  - Venue Support Officer

25/02/2016Kwik Kopy is quick!
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I have used Kwik Kopy due to a recommendation and have not been disappointed. Very prompt 
and timeous delivery of product and service

 Footup  - Podiatrist

24/02/2016Efficient  service and high quality products

I spoke to Steve last week in relation to some printing that our business will need for a 
conference. Unfortunately we will have an extreme time frame to get this done! Steve was more 
than willing to help us....fantastic service

 Shelly1234  - PA/HR Coordinator

24/02/2016Friendly and efficient staff

I started using Kwik Kopy Kawana Waters for simple printing jobs but now 3 years on they are my 
full creative agency, source of innovation and printer. The value add I get on even the simplest 
jobs can not be valid high enough. I wouldn’t go anywhere else.

 Ian Clark  - Marketing Consultant

24/02/2016Great Customer Service

I regularly deal with Kawana Kwik Kopy and they are always helpful, friendly and professional.

 Ali cox  - Supervising Cytologist / Liaison

15/02/2016Excellent service and wonderful team
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We rely on KwikKopy for all our printing and design requirements and they are prompt reliable 
and competitive in price. The owner and staff of KwikKopy Kawana now know our products and 
are able to help us achieve our marketing goals by providing us with creative advice and helpful 
print media suggestions.

 Admin  - Administration Manager

15/02/2016Always happy with the service and quality



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.kw.kwikkopy.com.au


